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MacDonald & Campbell
"UNIVERSITY STUDENTS"
As usual, will come here for the correct styles for
"Straw Hat"

Standard Straw Hats
$3 to $5

Variety men wear our embossed patterns in huge numbers because they know their hats are in the ultimate in style, quality and value, and that our prices are right. We are ready with the correct styles and sizes to fit every need. Have cowhide that will not wear out covers.

MACKINAW*, $6
Leighman Straw, $6
Fancy Straw, $3 to $6

Refreshes the Student

Trussed Loose Leaf Ring Binders have one-piece covers of genuine leather that will not wear out. Made in sizes and styles to fit every need.

Pennsylvania

The North American Daily -- Sunday
All the Sports - All the News
Every student should read the Editorials of The North American every day.

Patronize Our Advertisers

GIVING WINGS TO WORDS!

Born on the swift keys of the Underwood Portable, words are winged. Fleet and free, they give speed to expression, clarity to thought, fluency to writing and ease to reading:

It Weighs 9½ lbs. Cased.

President and Students Please Note!

We Mimeograph and Typewrite

MISCELLANEOUS


WINTERS: BIGGEST LITTLE DRUG STORE

Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company of Philadelphia

CAPITOL STENOGRAPHIC BUREAU

1006 Chestnut Street

Phone, Walnut 6060

Phone-Locust 2819

Your Career

Have you chosen it?

Many college men are making good in a big way in the field of life insurance. It offers an opportunity to build a substantial business of your own, supplied with service to your fellow men, which is unexcelled.

We shall be glad to confer with you either personally or by mail, in regard to your entering this business.

CLARENCE E. SCHONCK
Superintendent Home Office

The North American

The PENNSYLVANIAN

Mondav, May 7, 1923

Fifth Avenue

New York

DE PINNA

Will show at the Pennc Drug Company
3701 Woodland Ave.

Today, May ?,

their importations and exclusive productions in spring and summer clothing and furnishings for young men.

Mr. Finnegan, Representative
Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3440 WALNUT STREET
LUNCH 11:30-2
DINNER 5:00-7:00

TODAY - AT BEASTON'S
Kendig-Whelan-Mason
Tailors
1207 Walnut St. Philadelphia  econd Floor
Suits and Overcoats $55-$80

The Land Title and Trust Company
Broad Street, Chestnut to Sansom, Philadelphia

FRANK BROTHERS
Fifth Avenue Boot Shop
and 4th Street, New York

The Crimson Men's Men won three out of four individual matches and one of the two double matches, winning the score 5:1. Captain T. J. Conte, William H. Sturt, T. H. Bond, L. W. and R. A. Allman, ZICKLE represented Pennsylvania, while on the winning team were Charles Pierson, E. M. Mats, Carl Holder and David Williams.

Pennsylvania's golf team was defeated Saturday by the representatives of Harvard University on the course of the Garden City Golf Club, on Long Island. The Crimson Tigers won three out of four individual matches and one of the two double matches, winning the score 5:1. Captain T. J. Conte, William H. Sturt, T. H. Bond, L. W. and R. A. Allman, ZICKLE represented Pennsylvania, while on the winning team were Charles Pierson, E. M. Mats, Carl Holder and David Williams.

Berkshire Life Insurance Company
PITTSFIELD, MASS.

OPPORTUNITY

We are always ready to talk with young men about entering the life insurance business as salesmen and connecting themselves with this Company.

E. H. PLUMMER, General Agent
Philadelphia Bank Building
421 CHESTNUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA

Custom Tailoring of the
Highest Type at
Moderate Prices

Spring Clothes

Our stock of Imported and Domestic Suits and Overcoats for Spring and Summer is larger and more varied than ever.

We welcome a visit from you.

C. T. BARBIERI & Co.
1111 Walnut Street
The Pennsylvania

Published in the interest of the University of Pennsylvania only, except during the University year.
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The communication appearing below places before the student body an issue which seems practically settled over two years ago. Now it is evident that the controversy of 1910 can no longer be considered as such, but as the fact that the letter, now the spirit of the rule is not new, as all the students gained the University has been taken away from without their knowledge. Today the Degree Rule discussion be up once more, bringing with it several important questions.

At this time, the Pennsylvania wishes to call the attention of the student body to the facts brought to light in the communication which follows. It is necessary we present once again the fact that the Degree Rule is the only way to prevent any team which has its name in its place with no one. Some time in the future, our fear will not be so great and for all. It is the duty of the undergraduate body to prepare for a defense of the rule. A united front on the matter will be of decided advantage when active discussion starts. Two years ago, the student body expressed its sentiments forcefully by means of a new rule which seemed to favor one against another. (Opposing a Degree Rule). There is no reason to believe that this has changed for the better.

COMMUNICATION

Editor of The Pennsylvania,

On April 21st there was published in the editorial columns of The Pennsylvania an editorial entitled "Disregarding Eligibility Rules." This编辑ial charged the Council on Athletics with disregarding one of Pennsylvania's eligibility rules in permitting ex-Captain Mast, holder of a University degree, to play against Princeton, an university having the degree rule.

This editorial was written in the light of an interpretation of the existing rule published in The Pennsylvania on October 12th, 1913, at the conclusion of a discussion on the subject of the degree rule. The Pennsylvania on that occasion commented on the new rule eligibility as follows:

"The following is the intent and purpose of the clause:

1. The guiding spirit of the rule will be absolute reciprocity.
2. Degree men will not be permitted to play upon any team representing Pennsylvania against any college or university which has the Degree Rule.
3. However in any sport in which Pennsylvania competes against another college or university not having the Degree Rule, degree men will be permitted to represent Pennsylvania.

This rule, just as long as it is carried out in the spirit in which it was passed, will be the finest eligible ever to be found in the world.

This editorial interpretation of the rule by The Pennsylvania has been challenged, despite the fact that a certain fraudulent construction of the rule does not imply the same interpretation placed upon it. The rule as follows:

"The following is the intent and purpose of the clause:

1. The guiding spirit of the rule will be absolute reciprocity.
2. Degree men will not be permitted to play upon any team representing Pennsylvania against any college or university which has the Degree Rule.
3. However in any sport in which Pennsylvania competes against another college or university not having the Degree Rule, degree men will be permitted to represent Pennsylvania.

High HAT Stuff!

The only comment a school teacher near us made when he saw our baseball team come on the field, was, "He should have said, 'I have it.'"

After the excitement of the game was over, we were interested to see our baseball team come on the field accompanied by a dozen or so policemen, but on looking more closely, we really saw that they were all on the best of terms and were probably old friends.

PARTICULARLY AMONG HATS

It would be a pity if any team were not in existence in the standards Saturday that the iron age is rapidly passing.

After Saturday's Exhibition

At least, three couples were married. After one of the teams had tried a system play in the second inning, they were no reason why they shouldn't try one at the stand.

The ice-crown boys advertised "a spin in every box." We take it they meant the Press Box also.

Franklin Field is noted as the only one on watch all sports can be played. Up to Saturday we thought that "all" did not include indoor sport.

When the colored policeman came up, they just thought they hadn't seen the end at all, and they continued as before.

Would be possible to call them "grandstand players."

Incidentally, to those who were already aware, we wish to announce that Penn won the ball game.

HIGH HAT STUFF!

The only comment a school teacher near us made when he saw our baseball team come on the field, was, "He should have said, 'I have it.'"

Across the field of the game flags which were flown upon, lay a row of our old grade as corresponding something, though we couldn't tell just what. It might be wise to drive up their good resolutions.

Somebody thought they could feel us by putting 18 inside down, but we kept our eye on the sprints and caught it.

THE NEW YORK TRIBUNE ALLOWS

"Honour or later a winning way with women gets us in the game. It's a bit late, I've got a date and caught the fun in the real world, "I have it," I have it."

Joking from the number of class flags which were flown upon, lay a row of our old grade as corresponding something, though we couldn't tell just what. It might be wise to drive up their good resolutions.

Somebody thought they could feel us by putting 18 inside down, but we kept our eye on the sprints and caught it.

THE DEMAND IS QUITE BRISK

"Bout time must get strong lines together, high, and it is backed by official Washington. Old stuff. It's been going for quite some time here in Philadelphia.

WE NOTICED THE FOLLOWING

In a newspaper story, a representative was quoted as saying: "I look forward to hearing the results of the experiment being conducted at the Philadelphia police station to determine the eligibility of players in a local league." This report is in further support of the legislation that the student body have now to stay.

"AWL RONG"

Audited by "T. G. McNeil" and "F. W. B."
Monday, May 7, 1923

THE PENNSYLVANIAN

CHARLIE KERR'S

"PENNSYLVANIANS"

"If your Banjoo from Pennsylvania, Then there's none can ever blame 'ya"

Student Musicians Wanted

Note: Potential aid guaranteed to good musicians who will enter.
Pass next fall - Hot trumpet players especially needed.
Free Men tell your home town friends.

More Dope from F. Winegar, 3618 Locust Street.

Take Notice

Removed from 3709 Spruce to 3711 Spruce
Basement

SERVICE
ESTABLISHED 1895
ENOUGH SAID

LOUIS M. KOLB, Master Tailor

Cleaning - Remodeling - Repairing
Press Clothes? We Do! Right

Our Commutation Tickets Save You 26 to 38% of
Made-To-Measure Cothes

Kolb's Tailoring Shops
10 Memorial Tower, Dorms.
3711 Spruce Street

Do You Need Extra Courses?

Send for catalog describing over 400 courses in History, English, Mathematics, Chemistry, Biology, Modern Languages, Economics, Philosophy, Sociology, etc., given by experienced College instructors.

The University of Chicago

HOME STUDY DEPT.

BEASTON'S

3701 SPRUCE STREET
Opp. Dorms.

PENN Men, it will pay you to buy your Radio Goods and Electri
cal Scientifics at our Store. Only the best goods at right
prices all the time.

STANLEY RADIO AND ELECTRIC CO.
115 MARKET STREET
Open Evenings

The Drovers & Merchants National Bank
Opposite West Philadelphia Station, P. R. R.

We extend a cordial invitation to the faculty, students and general public of the University of Pennsylvania, to inspect our new and beautiful bank building at 115 Market Street. Real equipment to render thoroughly up to date banking service. We will welcome your patronage.

Capital, $50,000
Surplus & Undivided Profits $66,000
Total Resources, $2,500,000

THE PALETTE

BREAKFAST - LUNCH - TEA - DINNER
Table D'Hote and A La Carte Service
All Food Deliciously Cooked
128 So. 36th Street
Open 8 until 8

Monday at Beaston's

Geutings

"Bench-Brands"

The Finest Shoes Made in America for Men

DOWN TOWN STORE
1230 Market St.
1306 Chestnut St.
19 So. 11th St.

We specialize in Frol. Trade

CHRISTMANN'S BAKERY
3269 Woodland Ave.

D. J. TINUBOS, Prop.
Belling 0565

SUCCESSFUL MEN

wear custom clothes because they fit
better and are smarter in appearance;
because Custom-clothes wear twice as
long as a ready made suit or overcoat
owing to the finer materials and hand
work used.

This is real economy too and our store
is in excellent position to suit your purse
and your personality.

Come in today and see us.
Sack and Sport

Suits

Light, spring fabrics - in snappy styles - just the thing for sport and spring wear - coat, vest, knickers and trousers at

$30 to $52

We also carry a full line of Golf equipment - complete sets at moderate prices. Drop in and see us.

Golf Specialty Shop

40 So. 17th Street

"Where Golfers Go"... to the Letter! To

After Every Meal

WRIGLEYS

Top off each meal with a bit of sweet in the form of WRIGLEYS. It satisfies the sweet tooth and aids digestion. Pleasure and benefit combined.

WHITE HOUSE

CAFE

Eating Headquarters for

U. of P. Students

3657 WOODLAND AVE.

We do our own baking

How will you spend your vacation?

Fritter it away at a summer resort with unexpected incidental expenses piling up? Or go to Europe on a basis of actual economy - perhaps for less than the summer resort outlay - and have something real and worth while to remember?

You can do this if you book via one of our cabin steamers. There are 14 of them - steady sailers all - including some of the finest ships in the North Atlantic.

Accommodations as low as $115. You have the best the ship affords in food and service - full run of spacious decks, attractive public rooms, all the pleasures of a summer sea voyage - itself the best of vacations. Some of the most pleasant friendships of your life may be formed on shipboard.

Write us today for our booklet - "Your Trip to Europe" and detailed information.

Chesterfield CIGARETTES

Taste is a matter of tobacco quality.

We may be our Service belief that good tobacco is not sufficient for Chesterfield are only examples of how honest they are to say their brand. Quality is the key to Chesterfield cigarettes at the top.

Chesterfield CIGARETTES

"No bunk about that - it's the best cigarette ever made!"